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CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR

fourth floor, 252 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 Phone: 617089 June 5, 1978
PROPOSAL FOR

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EAST TIMOR

AND THE REGION—ADELAIDE ,AUSTRALIA DAY WEEKEND. 1-979 ^
Following the decision of .the National East Timor .Activists Conference in

Sydney ,May 13-1V we propose the following as a rough draft (Sor topics to
be discussed

for the conference.

SATURDAY s>9«30am -: registration etc

10 am:

Three major papers to be delivered .Thase should be typed and roneoed

for prior distribution. Each speaker to have 30 minutes to speak to the paper.
First, paper : "The roots, of resistance" ( historical, cultural ba'ckground to
East Timor)

«

Second paper: •

"What is Fretilin ?" (the origin, programmes, and nature of Fretilin — also
some comparison with UDT and APODETI

)

Third paper : "The war of resistance : strategy and perspectives."
(This paper to deal with the history of resistance,say, since August 1975; the
strategy Fretilin has followed, and perspectives)„
11.30am : morning tea:

12 am : Beginning of plentary discussion on three papers presented. ".
1pm: break for lunch

2pm : continuation of plenary discussion.

3pm : Workshops on such topics (not exclusive) as ,with short 10 minute introd
uctory remarks by discussion leaders :

a) Great power interests in Indonesia-East Timor ;b) Is East Timor economically

viable ? ;c) Women in East Timor: under colonialism and in the struggle ; "
d) The struggle for democracy in Indonesia : perspectives j e) Fretilin's
peoples war and relation to struggles elsewhere.

(These of course are limited — a) would also cover imperialist reactions and
effects of East Timor's struggle on Pacific Rim Strategy of American Imperialism).
H.30pm : Plenary session to hear report-backs from workshops ( whether reportbacks are worthwhile should be considered).
5pm : conference session ends

8pm: Conference party

SUNDAY : 10am : Papers ofi : 1) The struggle for West PNG independence 5 2)
The struggle for independence in Vanuaaku and New Caledonia ; 3) The struggle in
Indonesia. ( These should be prepared ,roneoed papers and be introduced with 30
minute )maximum may be 20minute) speeches.

11.30am: afternoon tea and dispersal to workshops on the above topics and any
related topics , with the aim of also linking them with East Timor struggle,in
terms of comparison or direct links...
1pm: break for lunch.

2pm : First paper: Australian Governments'role in East Timor and West PNG;
Second paper: Role of churches and aid organisations in East Timor crisis ;
Third paper: role of trade unions in East Timor struggle.(As before, prepared
roneoed papers, with 20-30 minute introductions).
3.30pm : break for

afternoon tea

4pm : Plenary discussion
5.30pm : Adoption (if desired) of conference resolution

6pm : conference ends (with singing of F0E0 Ramelau !!!???)
MONDAY : Trip to wine-growing area...

SUGGESTIONS ON CHANGES ETC.. AND POSSIBLE SPEAKERS,CHAIRPERSONS, ETC.. NEEDED NOW.
\ MM>4h>-/.Nl ,*-!(,•*.*£ 1*
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x 3„ Ntl0| ET Activists Conf.
regional independence movements and their implications for Australia."

ffiwo-

day conference.Each day to begin with papers then break up into workshops.

Schedule: Friday night 26/5/79 :social function ,conference two days (27/1

and 28/1) Sponsorhhip to be sought,including from ALP7 unions, churches,etc..
individuals,,.. Need to organise from now„ All groups to work out proposals
for programme, speakers etc. Sydney CIET to take responsibility for initial

program draft.
Fee to be charged (to be set). SA CIET to find venue quickly.
Decided to choose topics then speakers to fitn General invitation for groups/

organisations/ speakers to submit papers, but not necessarily have speaking time,
outside normal speaking rights of everyone. Decided first day should centre
around ET , second day about independence movements in general and their (and
ET( relevance and implications for Australia.
13. Mafci Alkatiri visit. Melbourne AETA has circulated petition. DECISION;
Melbc AETA to prepare a multi-purpose petition to Senate and House of Reps,

(two) and send stencils to groups, Shouiffl cover : ban on Fretilin reps,
coming to Australia ; military aid ; recognition of Fretilin ; Fretilin money
frozen in Darwin CSBo It was decided to investigate all ways of getting Fretilin
rep. into Ausyralia, and to

approach unions etc for prptestsa,0

1*f, FRETILIN'S $38,000 FROZEN IN CSB : Sydney CIET explained that several
legal opinions (including QC's) had been given, all agreeing CSB is acting
legally and no chance of legal challenge being upheld.
DECISION: Canberra ACT to produce stickers for a campaign on this ; anti-CSB.
Legal opinion to be rechecked. Attempts to get signatures from ET (!)

15o BRITISH PLANES SALE TO SUHARTO : Specific action and date agreed on for
such action ( when not possible on date, at another time), around British
Consulates and Ess. High Commission.

16. PRODUCTION OF FILM . Mozambique to make one (but in fact now at time of
typing find unable to do so )„

Sydney to detail costs and difficulties for

producing here.

17. PUBLICITY MATERIAL: Helen Hill to up-date "Timor Story". Poster to be
produced in Sydney» Also newspaper type poster (ie. with copy of usual
daily papers

heading ) but with

pro-Timor "headlines" (on line of what

anti-uranimum movement did in Sydney). Slogans : East Timor is winning* East
Timor will never be defeated favoured to emphasise struggle not over ,and to
get beyond moral indignation at Suharto's genocide (which is not necessarily
mobilising factor)„

'

1g. AUGUST 17 NATIONAL DEMONSTRATIONSr Melb. AETA to co-ordinate nationally
for nationwide demons/rations on or near August 17,Indonesian independence day

around demand for ET independence (and not,naturally to be seen as"anti-Indones
ian independence !)

19. A PRESS RELEASE WAS AGREED TO (sent out earlier)

20. REPORTS

FROM DIFFERENT

AETA/CIET/ FOET GROUPS TORE GIVEN

fee
proposefS...for.2
bS fdr1^
&''. For
l™*™*™
to aim session:
^ <* least
tee_proposed
days : #6
each half-day
|2 .200
Forparticipants.
unemployed

sidf(wLrnSX°nerS
etC',f
tW°-dayS; *1'-50
f°r °ne Child-mindinp,
Sessi-« *£> "
coSryside (wine-growing area
!) onf°rMonday,after
conference.
refreshments

etc. to be organised. Need to make abig ,important,well-prepared c^ferfnce !!
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT TO

*

EAST TIMOR NEWS

June 19,1978

AMERICAN MILITARY ADVISERS IN OPERATIONS
WITH

SUHARTO TROOPS IN EAST TIMOR

ALARICO Fernandes ,Minister for Information and National Security in the

Democratic Republic of East Timor, announced in a radio message on June 17,
which was repeated on Radio Maubere June 18, that American military advisers
were taking part in operations of Suharto's troops in East Timor against
Fretilin positions.

In a message sent to addresses throughout the world, Mr Fernandes said that
"American armaments are being used by Indonesian invading troops in East Timor
and with great indignation we denounce that American military advisers are

operating on the muflering aggressors' side in East Timor against Fretilin."
Mr. Fernandes also said that "right at this moment the Indonesian second invas
ion of murdering aggression is reaching a most barbarous stage." Indonesia
was ysing all its military powe to "massacre the East Timorese people in
order to suffocate their struggle." They were launching campaigns of encircle
ment and annihilation in the north-west,south-west, north and south of the
country,and were preparing offensives in the east. On behalf of the East
Timorese people ,Mr Fernandes appealed for world support to force the with
drawal, total,immediate and unconditional of all foreign troops from DRET.

Mr Fernandes gave no details of how many American military advisers were
fighting in East Timor, or where they had been taking part in offensives.
It is hoped these details will be available shortly.
A MASSIVE ESCALATION OF AGGRESSION

Suharto has massively escalated the war in East Timor. The arrival of a
further 15,000 troops (see East Timor News no.35) marked the latest desperate
effort by Suharto to crush the East Timorese people. The presence of
American military

advisers marks yet another desperate act.

After the failure of the

campaigns of encirclement and annihiliation

launched

in the north-west and south-west (the border areas) since September 1977,
some Indonesian Generals wanted to find a way out, to withdraw their troops
under a neo-colonial solution. When this failed and Suharto learnt of these
efforts, he decided to launch

new attacks.

WHO SENT IN THE AMERICAN "ADVISERS" ?

The recent exposures of the role of the CIA in sending mercenaries into Angola
must seriously raise the question of whether the American military advisers
now in East Timor are not part of the first contingent of CIA organised
forces. It cannot be excluded however that

these troops were sent in with

the full approval of the Carter Administration. Their arrival follows soon
after the visit of American Vice-President Mondale to Jakarta.
It must be
recalled that the first invasion of East Timor, on December 7,1975, was launched

only hours after the visit of then President Ford and

Kissinger to Jakarta.

NEED FOR SUITABLE RESPONSE

There can be no doubt that the report of an American military j.: «sence in
East Timor is correct.

Fretilin has been

conservative in its reporting of

such matters in the past.For example, Mr Fernandes admitted that they had
no evidence of Australian-supplied Nomad aircraft were being used in East Timor.
He also honestly reported that Indonesia had stopped using napalm in September
1976.

The Campaign for Independent East Timor in Sydney called for nationwide protests
against direct American military intervention. The American intervention
was aimed at using the murderous techniques developed in Vietnam,Kampuchea
and Laos against the East Timorese people, to sophisticate the genocidal war
developed by Suharto. It was aimed at crushing the heroic resistance of the
Maubere people,who had in fact already defeated Suharto's troops.
CIET called for international action by movements,governments and parties to stop
US intervention in East Timor.
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BACKGROUNDER

DIRECT AMERICAN MILITARY INTERVENTION IN
EAST TIMOR WAR MARKS A' MAJOR NEW ESCALATION

OF THE INDONESIAN INVASION.

:

Direct American military participation in the East Timor war, on the side

of the Indonesian invaders marks a major escalation of the war. (1) It
follows a series of remarkable events over the past few months that
provide5in fact, the background to this escalation©
In September 1977* the Indonesian forces launched a new series of

attacks along the border between East Timor and Indonesian (West) Timor.
In the south border area alone, Fretilin estimated that 10,000 Indonesian
troops backed by planes, warships$ tanks and heavy;artillery went into
operation. This offensive,and the one that followed later in #he north
border area were described by Fretilin as "campaigns of encirclement and
annihilation"0 The offensives are well described by this characterisation:
the Indonesian forces attempted to encircle a liberated area, and thus trap

not only Falintil forces but also the large numbers of civilians living in
these liberated areas. The net of encirclement was tightened ,while
in the liberated areas, Indonesian planes,warships,heavy artillery and tanks

pounded the liberated villages , destroying homes and crops, and machinegunning anyone seen*It was a repeat of the free-fire zones the US Army
introduced into Vietnam and Cambodia«

The aim of the heavy bombing was to demoralise the civilian population and
force them to surrender, to pave the way for the advancing troops.
However, despite quite heavy
and the vast majority fought
only break the campaigns of
very heavy casualties on the

civilian casualties, very few surrendered
as militia alongside Falintil forces to not
encirclement ,but to ,at the same time, inflict
enemy troops >

Thus after nine months of very heavy fighting in the border areas, President
Nicolau Lobato on May 20,the fourth anniversary of Fretilin, could announce
the defeat of these campaigns of encirclement and annihilation in the border
areas. Moreover, Radio Maubere continually reported low morale among these
troops
which has suffered heavy casualties in that periodc
This defeat faced Suharto and his clique with some difficult choices : to
withdraw their forces, or to escalate the war0 To agree to withdraw would
be a serious loss of face for Suharto,already seriously weakened in power.

To escalate the war would

not offer any real hope of victory, while it

would result in the long run in even deeper discontent in the army.It
would also make it more difficult for the Suharto group to get out of East
Timor when it become an even more urgent question.
It was in this framework, that General Benny Murdani, head of military intell
igence, and most acutely aware of the low morale of his troops in East Timor,
took the initiative of seeking negotiations to end the war,preferably with

a nep-colonial solution.

Murdani flew to the United States in early 197$ and

looked up an old friend who maintained direct access to the highest levels
in the Pentagon,, According to our sources, Murdani told this person that
the war in East Timor was "unwinnable" and the best solution for Indonesia

was to get out. What else Murdani toldthis person ,we do not know. And given
later events , we must speculate whether there were not other parts to the deal
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For example, was it also proposed by Murdani,or other Indonesian Generals,
that if Fretilin refused to "compromise" and allow a neo-colonial solution,
with a fake independence, that the Americans would directly back a major
escalation in the war, in an attempt to crush Fretilin,intimidate the people,
and above all capture key members of the Fretilin Central Committee ?

Were "negotiations" then essentially a ploy by the desperate Indonesian
Generals in direct liaison with American and Australian intelligence, to

obtain from Washington and Carter agreement to direct American involvement,
escalation of arms shipments particularly of planes .and tanks, and a cover
for the Carter Administration to later justify this to the American people.
But let us first return to the chronological

sequence that led "to the

direct American involvement,S

"NEGOTIATIONS"

The first public

comment on possible "negotiations" came in the

American

publication "International Bulletin" of March 13,1978. The author,Banning Garrett,
had been an active publicist against the war in Indochina and had written
many articles. The International Bulletin is published by Internews, which is
a service directed mainly at Community Radios ,many of which are radical in
the US sense of the terrru Garrett and Internews ,however, are also reputed
to be listened to by the Pentagon and other US agencies, as a "liberal" voice
contributing a little to policy. Certainly Garrett's article was in its
main part well sourced and came from the person whom Murdani saw and who has
direot access to top Pentagon circles.
±\

What is contentious in Garrett's article is the reference to F

supposed willingness

to

etilxn's

hand economic control of its oil and"other resources

to Indonesia . This has been denied by all Fretilin representatives abra>ad.

(2)

Next came the speech by Michael Hodgman ,Liberal Member of Parliament, who,although
on the extreme right of the Government Liberal Party on many issues ( pro-

Rhodesia and pro-Taiwan), has

strongly backed East Timor's right to independence,,

Hodgman on May 11,1978 told parliament that "negotiations" were about to begin,
said Murdani and Fretilin UN Representative Ramos-Horta were to have met in
April and were to meet again in a "few weeks". He proposed his own eightpoint plan for a settlement in East Timor.

It is our belief that this speech was made in close consultation with Foreign
Minister Peacock. Peacock's off-the-record comment

later was that

"it is

now up to Nicolau Lobato"e In other words, that if Nicolau Lobato agreed to
negotiations on the basis of Hodgman's eight-point program, then the war could
be ended.

Why Hodgman made the speech is also curious., On the surface, it appears to pre
empt negotiations that were about to begin. By publicising the fact, it
appeared on the surface to invite an angry denial by Jakarta if they were pressed
by Australian media for a response.

This in fact happened a week later.

it is worth noting that there was virtual press silence on Hodgman's

But

speech

(except for the Canberra Times and brief coverage on the ABC and Radio Australia).,
The question was how Fretilin Central Committee would respond. Hodgman said
he

believed "President Nicolau Lobato' is now in a situation where he would be

prepared

to consider entering into negotiations."
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Was this simply speculation ? Or was it in fact a reference to the nine
months of offensives that the Indonesian.troops had been launching in the
border areas ? Or was there another explanation ?
We do not know. We do think that the second explanation is the most likely.
Fretilin's answer from inside East Timor was immediate.

A study of

the eight-points of Hodgman shows in part why. The other explanation lies
in Fretilin's determination to fight for total liberation,and not only a
flag and national anthem. The very important statement Of the P litical and
Ideological Orientation Department of Fretilin Central Committee, adopted
by the joint meeting of the F etilin Political Committee and Supreme Council
of Struggle in May 1977»i?ully explained this and stressed that negotiations
could only result in "disaster". (3)

Hodgman's eight points urge first that Australia (Peacock) chair negotiations.
But as Alarico Fernandes pointed out almost immediately, Australia is no
longer even formally neutral : it has given de facto recognition to Indonesia's
claims to East Timora How could Peacock chair such a meeting ?
Hodgman also proposed a "ceasefire" and withdrawal to "proclaimed araasn.But
that would imply a recognition of de facto Indonesian control of those areas.
F etilin Information Secretary Alarico Fernandes clearly spelt out to

Kin Fry that the only "ceasefire" could be one which would follow an Indonesian
decision to withdraw totally and unconditionally from East Timor.Then,of course,
the ordinary soldier and his officers could leave without going under Fretilin
fire.

In such a situation there would be no nedd

for a United Nations force.

We would note that UN forces have often gone to legalise occupation of terr

itory to apply a ceasefire, tlft-aifco succeed in righting a wrong. (*0
Hodgman's reference to East Timor's integrity being guaranteed by Australia,
Indonesia and PNG by treaty,while not in itself wrong, has implications of
East Timor being collectively controlled by these three countries. Perhaps
that could well lead to a Bhutan-style independence....
It is in this context that Fretilin and Radio Maubere have repeated time after
time the slogan adopted by Fretilin Central Committee :"Negotiations never,but
total,immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all foreign aggressors from
the Democratic Republic of East Timor*" President Nicolau Lobato also repeated
that slogan as the last words of his speech on May 20«,

It is clear.that in the context outlined above, that negotiations meant for
the Indonesianc,Americanv and Australian Governments ,negotiations for a
"compromise" solution, which meant in turn a neo-colonial solution.

The May_1977 Supreme Council fo Struggle resolution makes very clear that
it was because it rejected a neo-colonial solution
negotiations.

that it was also rejecting

In East Timor's.specific situation of a small country,surrounded by imperialist
countries or neo-colinal regimes, that once the road of "compromise" had
begun , its independence would be'seriously if not irreparably destroyed.The
Hodgman eight-point program would open the way to a neo-colonial solution.
What "compromises'' could Fretilin offer, outside those already in the DRET
Constitution (mutual respect and non-interference in the affairs of other.
States, which.naturally would include Indonesia) ? Its Constitution also
stresses its agreement to non-alignment,which means no-military bases.
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As the?,* Democratic Republic of East Timor is a sovereign,independent State,
recognised by over 13 nations, why should it negotiate with another nation
that has,against all the rules of international law, invaded its borders
and brought death and destruction to its people ? Why should it hegotiati
with a nation which has been condemned by the United Nations for its
acts of aggression ? (3)

The only way to end the war is for.Indonesia to withdraw its troops immediately,
totally and unconditionally from every inch of soil of the former Portuguese
colony, the Democratic Republic of East Timor. Such a withdrawal will take

place in conditions of peace, and the DRET will not violate the principles
of its Constitution as has the Suharto regime in relation to the Indonesian
Constitution. After such a withdrawal, talks can take place between the two
countries on terms of mutual respect and non-interference,Such talks could
cover any and all questions which either side may wish to raise.
IT WAS THIS FIRM,PRINCIPLED LINE OF THE FRETILIN CENTRAL COMMITTEE WHICH

DROVE THE SUHARTO REGIME AND AMERICAN IMPERIALISM TO DESPERATION, TO DECIDE
TO MASSIVELY ESCALATE THE WAR,
THE ESCALATION

Indonesian forces in East Timor at the beginning of May 1978 were in a state
ofs. extreme demoralisation. Suffering very heavy casualties, short of food
and medical supplies, frustrated by continual failures on the battlefield
and influenced to an increasing extent by the correct policy of Fretilin
towards them, they were in no state to escalate the war. To simply send
more troops, no matter how many, to support them in new offensives, was
to invite the same fate for the fresh, and already reluctant , troops sent.

A new, qualitative escalation was necessary ,to have any chance of victory.
This had to be two-fold : first in terms of equipment and second in terms of
improving the quality of the troops involved and of their command.
It was this problem that was put to

the Carter Administration via the

Pentagon, the CIA and Vice-President Mondale during his visit to Jakarta
in May last.

It appears that the following was the scenario sketched out —

Murdani

played the card of "wishing to negotiate" with Fretilin through the CIA

(whom he certainly saw during his American visit) and the Pentagon. But
if these

efforts "failed", then it was up to the.Carter Administration to

give Jakarta the support it needed in East Timor,first in equipment,partic
ularly planes and tanks, and second-, in the form of military advisers,
pilots skilled in this type,of warfare and other experts (for example for

the tanks ?) Faced with Fretilin "intransigence" this could be excused by
Carter,and,in any case, because East Timor was cut off from the world,without
even western journalists present,

who could ever confirm Fretilin claims that

the Americans were,in loco ,fighting with the Indonesians? Moreover, the
conflicts between Fretilin's supporters in Asia, and the preoccupation of its
African supporters with Zimbabwe,Namibia and.South Africa, made it unlikely
that any American escalation of the war would provoke escalation from other
powers.
America could once more become directly involved in an Asian
war without much risk.of counter-escalation or of uproar at home.,. So ran the
thinking no doubt of

Carter and Mondale.
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It is worth noting the timing of events : Hodgman's speech made the question
of negotiations a public issue on May 11. At the same time, Mondale was

in Jakarta. At around the same'time,

the Indonesian Army was beginning the

placement of 15,000 — a; full Division — new "troops into Dili. ( This
according to Australian Foreign Affairs sources took three weeks. Fretilin

noted they were there in Dili at the end of May.This means the movement of the

troops began' at least in-mid-May ,if not before.) The precipitate nature
of Hodgman's speech which in fact killed any "secret" talks, and would

,.

naturally lead'-to denials by Jakarta and Fretilin inside East Timor (given "
the first's desire to save face and the second's clear stand over a long period
of time), was timed ,deliberately or under a cover "story" by those who pushed
him to make the speech, to provide the basis for direct American involvement.

In other words, the escalation of the war; the sending of the 15,000 extra
troops and US military advisers ; had begun before Hodgman's speech ,while
Mondale was still in Jakarta,

showing a total lack of seriousness on the

'

part of the Indonesians and the Americans.

It was well known to the Indonesian,

American and Australian Governments

and intelligence services that Fretilin would never accept negotiations in
the terms offered, or in any way compromise their total independence.
Nevertheless, we cannot totally dismiss the possibility that these governments
had some hopes that Fretilin inside East Timor after the heavy offensives of

the previous nine months and recognising this could occur throughout the country,
would
accept "negotiations" and a neo-colonial compromise. This certainly
would have been an easier solution for imperialism and its agents.
Thus to make the negotiations issue:public through the Hodgman speech could
also'have been an effort to communicate to President Lobato, to get some'
response before the escalation moved into operation.

Whatever the explanation::' : it is clear that the escalation was put into
operation & very soon after May 11, and was certainly in full swing fey May 20.
It .was ;ready for

application

well before May 11.

THE., SECOND. INVASION —PERSPECTIVES-

It is no historical accident that shortly before the invasion of East. Timor

on December 7,1975, President Ford and Kissinger were in Jakarta —only hours
before,the invasion in fact. And it is no accident that Vice-President Mondale

was in Jakarta- when the beginnings of the "secoid invasion" were under way
or about to begin. The 15,000 new Indonesian troops were on their way ,as
were the American advisers. Mondale promised them more planes and weapons.
The direct American participation in the war puts the East Timor question
on a.new plane ,„ .at..all...levels.:, in the .region, in the. United Nations, in
Australia and the USA itself and in terms of world politics. The demand for
total,immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all American troops or "advisers"
and all American-supplied equipment from East Timor becomes an equally important
demand to that of withdrawal of Indonesian troops*
It also adds a new dimension to the crisis in Jakarta. It is the first time that

the Indonesian Army has called in foreign aid. It has on the contrary a proud
tradition of independence in this respect ,at least in the past.The CIA supplied
forces for the "outer islands revolt" in 1959 . The Suharto army has of course *
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relied on supplies and financial backing in the past from American imperialism.But

it is a very big step to now. rely on American military ."advisers" (who become
inevitably commanders) in actual battle operations. It is a step that very many
Jakarta generals and above all the troops will find difficult to accept.
Fretilin, and the East Timorese hvae from the beginning followed the principle of
self-reliance which means they count on their own forces , knowing that any
external support in any form will." only be a welcome support for their own .

forces. They have reiterated this principle in face of direct American military,
intervention. But surely now ^ast Timor can expect an increase in diplomatic
and moral support from all peace-loving nations, who claim to support the right
of self-determination,independence and national integrity.
No doubt American advisers will improve somewhat the efficiency of the Indonesian
forces. But , as Vietnam,Cambodia and Laos showed, "advisers" can only achieve
so much. But the fundamental question remains the ability and will of the
rank-and-file soldier . There is no reason to expect that these factors will

change qualitatively with American "advisers-commanders". After an inital
impetus to morale, the presence of American advisers can also.lead to even deeper
discontent among the Indonesian rank-and-file soldiers. This will be even greater
among lower level officers, the ones directly involved in the battles, and the
ones among whom dould be expected a more nationalist reaction.

Certainly, the "second invasion" will lead to greater bloodshed and destruction.
As in Vietnam,Cambodia and Laos, American imperialism and its puppet,the Suharto
regime, will exact a terrible vengeance on the East Timorese people.
But that should not lead those who support the East Timorese struggle to bewail
the failure of Fretilin to accept a neo-colonial solution . Already the East Timorese

people have submitted to a terrible cost in human lives because they refused to
bow into slavery under first the Portuguese and now, the Suharto regime. It is
our duty to pay tribute to their determination to live free ail whatever the cost,
and to support them even more strongly, to force the withdrawal of US and Indonesian
aggressors.

It is a great tribute to the success and heroism of the East Timorese people that
after nearly three years of war, they have brought the Suharto regime to its
knees, to beg direct American military intervention, and that the greatest military
power on earth has been forced to once more enter an Asian war, to try to defeat
a small country ,blockaded from the rest of the world.
We are confident that the "second invasion" will fail as surely as the first. Suharto

has turned yet another sod of earth on his own grave, making more certain that
the Indonesian people and soldiers will remove him for his multiple crimes. Carter
will also find that little East Timor will be another "Bay of Pigs".In what is a
dark hour for the East Timorese people, the light of a new day is also visible.

— Denis Freney

June 22,1978

1) The reliability of Fretilin reports cannot be denied on this- question. Fretilin
has honestly reported no evidence of Australian-supplied Nomad aircraft in ET,or

and that napalm has not been used since September 1976.Both could have easily been
asserted and because of the blockade not denied. (2) See Garrett's article in East

Timor News No.33 (3)printed by CIET (_0 Also note that a vote on self-determination
is against F etilin policy: independence was declared on November 28,1975 and cannot
be re-negotiated.In fact, three years of war is proof of popular support for DRET
(5) particularly as Fretilin was defeating Indonesian aggression.
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american

military advisers
out of east tirnor!
PROTEST-PICKET

Tues.JUIX4;4prn
US QONMfiie,
AMERICAN military advisers, pilots and technicians are
now fitting alongside Suharto's troops in East Timor.
After their failure to crush the East Timorese people,despite
two and a half years of genocidal war, Suharto has called on
the Americans to help him defeat the East Tiraorese.
THIS IS A MASSIVE ESCALATION OF THE WAR IN EAST TB-DR
MUCH HAS BEEN ACOT^ANIED B5T THE EXPEDITION OF A FURTHER

15,000 SUHARTO TK30PS LAST MAY, AND A SERIES OF NEW OFFENSIVES,
STEPPED UP BOMBING AND INCREASED SUPPLY OF AMERICAN PLANES,TANKS
AND OTHER EQUIPMENT.
JOm IN THE PHXEESTHPICKET
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AMERICAN MILITARY ADVISERS AND PILOTS

JOIN IN THE "SECOND INVASION" OF EAST TIMOR

The "second invasion" of East Timor began late in May this year,when a further

15,000 Indonesian troops arrived in East Timor. Soon after, on June.17, Fretilin
announced that American military advisers were now taking part in Indonesian

military operations in the north-west,south-west and north-central parts of
the country. American pilots were also flying Bronco OV-10 ground attack
aircraft ,supplied by the American Government to Jakarta.

American tanks were shelling Fretilin-controlled areas south of the capital,
Dili. Hundreds of civilians had been killed by the heavy land,sea and air
bombardment. Mr Alarico
Fernandes,Minister for Information and National

Security in the Democratic Republic of East Timor, broadcasting from the
liberated areas, said this was a "second invasion."

Suharto and the generals in Jakarta have been attempting to crush the East
Timorese people for nearly three years. Using over 30,000 troops, modern
tanks,planes and warships and artillery, they have not only failed to crush
East Timor, but still remain

limited to the towns they have occupied.

Tens of thousands East Timorese have been massacred —

some Church sources

estimated the number at 100,000, But tens of thousands of Indonesian soldiers
have also died. Fretilin estimates just on 30,000 Indonesian soldiers killed.
Because it was clear that Indonesia could never win the war in East Timor,

some Indonesian generals, through Army intelligence chief General Murdani,
made moves through the United States to begin "negotiations" with Fretilin.
But at the same time, Jakarta began moves to bring in large numbers of troops

and American military advisers. Thus,when, according to Liberal MHR Michael

Hodgman, talks were due to begin outside East Timor between Fretilin and Indones
ian Generals, Suharto had already moved in 15,000 fresh troops.The American
advisers were already in place. Fretilin refused negotiations and demanded
instead the total, immediate and unconditional withdrawal of all foreign aggressor

troops from East Timor.

The duplicity of Jakarta is clear ; while pretending

to want "talks" they were escalating the war.
AMERICAN DENIAL CANNOT BE BELIEVED

The US Embassy in Canberra has denied that there are American military advisers
in East Timor. But after the

recent disclosures of American —

CIA —

involvement

in Angola by the former CIA operations chief there, who can believe the Embassy?
Fretilin has a good record in honestly reporting such things. They said for

example that there was no Australian-built Nomad aircraft being used in East
Timor ; that napalm had not been used since September 1976; that ,for example,
Indonesian troops committed atrocities (which was confirmed by independent sources)
THIS IS A NEW MASSIVE ESCALATION IN SUHARTO'S GENOCIDAL WAR. AUSTRALIAN PEOPLE
WHO OPPOSE INDONESIAN AGGRESSION MUST DEMAND THE IMMEDIATE TOTliL AND UNCONDITIONAL
WITHDRAWAL OF ALL FOREIGN AGGRESSORS FROM EAST TIMOR.JOIN THE PICKET I

printed and authorised by the Campaign for Independent East Timor, fourth
floor, 232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 Phone: 617089. SUBSCRIBE TO
EAST TIM)R NEWSPUBLISHED FORTNIGHTLY , THROUGH THE ABOVE ADDRESS, to keep up-

to-date with the stBuggle of the East Timorese people... LA LOTA CONTINUA I
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EAST TIMOE NEWS AGENCY *rth floor ,232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 July 12/1978
MESSAGE

ON AMERICAN MERCENARIES ATROCITIES

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR —

FRETILIN —

DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION

AND NATIONAL SECURITY

MESSAGE TO OUTSIDE WORLD (addresses listed)
TITLE: AMERICAN MILITARY ADVISERS COMMITTING ATROCITIES
IN EAST TIMOR

Heavy fighting are developing all over East Timor . American military advisers and
mercenaries are continually openly taking part in Indonesian murdering aggression
on East Timor . American military advisers have also been conducting Indonesian

military offensives in helicopters.lW£QIy % ft^tiiin t--r -^ •>

revolutionary forces have seen one helicopter landing on

KAITASSO

"' tiiin
mountain,

in Remexio area, toiikn@.ne American military adviser «, Later on , population ea<;ap^d from
Sfefeteykfe3 bloody hands with deep indignation they stated that
advisers and

American military

mercenaries are also very barbarotis .

On July 5 and 6 s enemy have strongly shelled with mortar fire and from warshipsi in

Remexio area n? Fatubutix supported by aerial "••frftiqatk1^ 1•$ nyiga^h^fpatg for
300 elements mostly children. Despite the massacres the glorious Falantil and
populations heroically fighting with high morale and determinations
oyer

Since June 11 up to date, Fretilin forces have killed already/ 600 Suharto troops
in Remexio areas and captured several automatic rifles,ammunition, mortar grenades

and lots of warl^qi&l|pJi@8J%s«

Th'ose materials are all of American brand .

Carter administration of human rights is genuinely demagogic
dominate and massacre the peoples loving peace and progress,

unmasked to

Independence or death I To resist is to win ! Victory is certain and
and is only a mabter of time ! Armed struggle continues !
Down with imperialism ! Down with Indonesian colonial:', expansionism !
Long live Fretilin ! Long live internationalist militancy !
Revolutionary and fraternal greetings, high considerations

inevitable

DRET, 10/7/78 „ Signed Comrade Alarico Jorge Fernandes, secretary of DINS of
Fretilin CC and Minister for Information add National Security in the Revolutionary
Government of the DRETo

Minister Alarico Fernandes added the following comments: "The American military
advisers and mercenaries are using Indonesian uniforms with red berets ...They(Fretilin

troops) heard the Indonesian troops call the American advisers 'general* its very
funny and we'll check on that .«„ We heard on Radio Australia

that the Suharto

planes are bombing close to the border of PNG„ They should be worried about that
because one day Suharto will bomb Port Moresby«<>,"

Transcribed from tapes of broadcast to CIET Darwin on July 10*
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V* /
rt

Y' / WHY PROTEST ON INDONESIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY ?
/

* We are not protesting against Indonesian Indepertden.ce—but-rather against
the way that Indonesian independence has been compromised and distorted by
Suharto and the Jakarta Generals.

EAST TIMOR -- THE RESISTANCE CONTINUES

* It is now nearly three years since Suharto invaded -^ast Timor.

Church

sources estimate ever 100,00C East Timorese have been massacred. There are

still over ^0,000 Indonesian troops in East Timor. Nevertheless, the East
Timorese people ,led by FRETILIN, still control the vast majority of the
country,and are inflicting heavy casualties on Suharto's troops.

* Since last May, American military advisers,mercenaries and pilots have
been fighting in East Timor with Suharto's troops. American-supplied Bronco
OV-10 ground attack aircraft have been bombing villages in the liberated areas,
They have joined a fresh 15,0o0 Indonesian troops sent intp East Timer to
try to drive FRETILIN ..away from Dili. Fresh massacres have taken place in
recent months ,but Fretilin remain undefeated.
WEST IRIAN —

A POLICY OF GENOCIDE

* For the past few months over 5,OOP Indonesian troops have been trying to
destroys the guerrillas of the 0PM around the capital, Jayapura, and along th?
border with Papua New Guinea. They have failed and hundreds of Indonesian

troops have died in the thick jungle.

In retaliation , Indonesian Bronco

OV-10 aircraft have bombed villages in the liberated areas. Hundreds of
villagers have been killed and over 1,000 fled to PNG. Australian air force

and army personnel who have been in West Irian carrying out mapping surveys
of the liberated areas for Suharto as part of Fraser's military aid to Jakarta,
actually had a sit-down strike in protest at the atrocities the Suharto troops
carry out on the people,(see Financial Review, 25/7/78). But the maps they
made are being used to bomb defenceless villages...
PAPUA NEW GUINEA —

NEXT TARGET FOR SUHARTO'S EXPANSIONISM

* At least two border villages in PNG have been destroyed by Suharto's troops.
Bombs have been dropped in PNG territory. .Other reports indicate there are
more villages which have been attacked. Indonesian Generals told PNG Army
chief General Ted Diro last year that any "threat of security" from PNG would
result in Indonesian invasion. They mentioned the Papuan separatists and
the Bougainville independence movement ! Since then the Indonesian Embassy
Information Officer in PNG has made the same threat.
INSIDE INDONESIA —

HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS JAILED

* Following student protests against corruption and. election-rigging earlier
this year, hundreds of students and intellectuals have been jailed and tort
ured. Indonesia's greatest living poet and author, RENDRA' , has been jailed
— for writing poems the generals didn't like. 90,000 political prisoners
remain untried in jail, some after 12 years or more. The natural wealth of
the country is plundered by the generals and the big multinational companies.
THE INDEPENDENCE DAY BALL IS ORGANISED BY THE INDONESIAN CONSULATE(tickets

$7.50 each )!

THE CONSUL WILL BE THERE. JOIN THE RALLY AND PICKET

printed and authorised by the Campaign for Independent East Timor,fourth
floor ,232 Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 200O Phone : 617089. Subscribe to

EAST TIMOR NEWS—fortnightly — 20c. a copy, $10 pa posted.
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ON INDONESIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY

TELL SUHARTO

COUT OF EAST TIMOR
[HANDS OFF P.N.G

CSTOP GENOCIDE
IN WEST IRIAN
rally and picket
INDONESIA INDEPENDENCE DAY BALL

FRIDAY,AUGUST 1Srfrom 8pm,
at UNIVERSITY OF NSW ROUNDHOUSE
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EAST TIMOR NEWS AGENCY

fourth floor, 232

Castlereagh St.,Sydney NSW 2000 Phone: 617089
September 13,1978

RADIO MESSAGE ON XAVIER AND ARSENIO HORTA BETRAYAL

The following message was monitored by the Campaign for Independent

East Timor in Darwin on

September 12j1978 : Spoken by Minister Alarico

Fernandes:

"...on last Sunday we did not broadcast Maubere Radio . Regarding to
the traitor Xavier do Amaral, we let you know that Xavier do Amaral
the traitor Xavier do Amaral, has been in rehabilitation and during
that time he has not proved that he want to transform,to serve the
interest of the heroic Maubere people • So, he has escaped and
once more he has betrayed the heroic Maubere people by surrender
ing to the enemy • So the traitor Xavier do Amaral has betrayed once
more *5pf, surrendering to the enemy.

"Regarding to Arsenio Horta also we would like to let you know that
he was former supporter , UDT supporter^ and in counter-coup Fretilin
has arrested him. After that, when the corrupt Suharto launched the
fTtl^-scale invasion over the Democratic Republic of East Timor i
Arsenio Horta and the other prisoners have been taken to the mountains,
and the most of them have collaborated,firmly collaborated to the

^aubere people's cause , and so those ones, Fretilin Central Committee
have

put them into freedom

and

the majority ,as I have told, have

worked and fighted(fought) the enemy, However, Arsenio
former

UDT supporter, of course,

Horta

he got no firm resolution

iias
and finally

he surrendered to the enemy . Details on that we'll give to you later
on....

"One American mercenary was killed ,as I have infamed, in Remexio area,
he was talking in English before he died . He was white, blond hair,
and his body has been evacuated to Dili by helicopter. We are getting more
details on that...

"The situation in East Timor is still hot . The murdering Suharto troops
are constantly launching strong offensives

all over± the country,

and

by burning out everything,killing ,massacring the civilian population,
and the situation is really hot and the suffering of the people,of

course,is

getting (to) the climax. We'll pass you news ,more news on

the other day ami... "

She above is a transcript taken from a tape which reached Sydney 13/9/78
The text is as read by Minister Alarico Fernandes. Corrections in brackets
by -;iETNA to aid understanding.
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